
A N I M A L S 



My dream
I love all kinds of animals
Dogs and cats and rabbits.
I love all kinds of animals,
Despite their little habits.

If I had tons of money,
D’you know what I would do?

I would buy lots of animals
And have my own zoo.

But they wouldn’t be in cages,
They would be free to run around.

And there’s one thing they could feel
And that is safe and sound.





                                  READ  AND  REPEAT :

leopard            an elephant
kangaroo          rhino                            
tiger                    python
giraffe
swallows
cheetah
ostrich



** TRUE or FALSE
1.   A camel can not live without water   T
2.  The cleverest animal is horse            T
3. Tiger and Lions are the cleverest animals in the 
world       F
4. A camel lives in the desert .It needs little water               
T
5.  A  Tiger is small cat but it is weak     F







ANIMALS





Funny Animals







Colo - the oldest living gorilla in captivity. It is considered the firstgorilla born I
n captivity. Who lives in Colo Columbus Zoo in Powell, Ohio. Colo 51 years old.



Swallow (right) - 11-year-old cow from 
Yorkshire - posing next to the 
bull Freddie. Swallow - The smallest cow in the 
world - 83 cm.





Record among animals long 
jump is considered to be a 
kangaroo -one bound the 
animal can overcome up to 
10 meters.

Little Swift fastest swifts can travel up 
to 150 kilometers per hour -more than 
any bird in the world. In his mastery 
of the flying swifts went so far as they 
can sleep on the fly at altitudes above 
the clouds



Flying Dog - the 
largest flying mam
mal. Span of its 
wings more than 
2 m



The 
smallest cat is the 
Himalayan-Tibetan 
cat 
named Tinker Toy, 
who lived in the 
United 
States. He weighed 
only 681 grams, had 
a 7 cm in height 
and 19 cm in length.







ENDANGERED ANIMALS









Guess the riddlesa crocodile 



a bear













HOW LONG IS  A  BLACK  RHINO’S  
HORN?



HOW MUCH DO 
OSTRICHES’ 
EGGS WEIGH? 







a fox  



a penguin



an elephant



Elephants

300 species 
everywhere

They live in Africa 
and India

People kill 
them?

?





A squirrel



Where can animals live? 

 in zoos in wild animal's parks 

in the wild 



We all must pay great 
attention on protection of our 
nature: trees, flowers, 
animals, insects and fish. We 
must be kind to animals and 
take care of them. 



Our group thinks…
We believe…
The fact is…
It seems to us…
On the one hand…
On the other hand



I LOVE  M Y EARTH!!!


